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Introduction 

1. The Progress Report IT)/WG.286/1  circulated  for the Second Consultation 

Meeting referred in paras.  41  to 49 to a consideration of the terms and 

conditions attached to international  loans for development projects  in the 

iron and  steel   industries of developing countries.     There was a mention  of 

a report commissioned  from consultants and preliminary comments on the 

results.    This addendum provides further background material for the dis- 

cussion of the  issue raised in para.  49. 

2. The consultants'  report reviewed eight  financing arrangements during 

the past five years for development schemes for integrated steelworks ranging 

in total cost  from $400 million to t3000 million,   together with a small re- 

rolling plant estimated to cost 113 million.     The report also included 

particulars of  fo"v orefield development schemes ranging in cost from 1500 million 

to $3000 million. 

3. A large number of banks and other financial institutions in the United 

States of America, Western Europe and the Par East were Involved. 

Terms and conditions 

4. It was not possible to make a completely systematic comparison of the 

terms and conditions attaching to each acheme of financing since it was clear 

that such details were greatly influenced by the circumstances of each proposal, 

the economic assessments made of the operating results of the new plants,  and 

the nature of the financial guarantees provided.    Nevertheless the  following 

summary notes indicate the type of financial  terms and conditions which have 

been established in this field of financing. 
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A. deposit notes with a life  of three years  were issued by the National 

Bank of the developing country in exoneration with a bank in USA,  covering 

10^ of the  total  cost of the oroject and redeemable at six-monthly intervals. 

The rates  of interest were calculated at £" above the London Inter Bank  offered 

rate for 6 month TIS dollar deposits. 

B. Loans  from  the WTM Bank  in USA or with their guarantee covered  40$ 

of the estimated  cost  of a oroject and  were repayable at six-monthly  intervals 

over neriods ranging from 7 to  14 years  including a grace period  of 4 years. 

Rates of interest were quoted at 7/3$ above the US prime lending rate, 

or  1% above the  LIBOR- rate. 

c.        An unsecured loan  for 2<>$ of the cost of a project was negotiated  for 

renayment  at  six-monthly intervals ^ver  five years starting three years after 

the  first advance.     The rate of interest was 2% above  the LIBOR rate. 

T. Huronean  Exoort Credit organisations orovided finance for  15$ of  the 

cost of one oroject and  50$ of another,  with repayment at six-monthly  intervals 

over  12 years starting six monthB after commissioning of the plant.     Interest 

rates ranged  from 7.5$ to 8.5$. 

K. A Eurocurrency loan was organised by a British merchant bank  for   15$ 

of the cost of a project,  the finance being advanced in three tranches with 

maturities of 5,6 and 7 years.    Rates of interest varied from 1 7/8$ to 

2   1/8$ above the LIBOR rate. 

F. The World Bank made a direct advance amounting to 7$ of the cost   of 

a project,  with a term of I5 years including a five-year grace period.     The 

loan was guaranteed by the national  finance institution and carried an  interest 

rate totalling 9$. 

G. A country importing iron ore provided the whole capital cost of ex- 

ploiting a new orefield,  taking repayment and interest in the form of regular 

deliveries of ore to be completed over a period  of twenty years.    The effective 

rate of interest could be calculated as  13$. 

i/ LIBOR - London Inter-Bank Offering Rate. 
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H. A government-to-government  loan from USSR amounted  to yfc of the  cost 

of a  ->ro,ieot and  formed  part  of a oackage de*l  including the provision   of plant 

nnd consultancy services.     The renayment oeriod  was  12 years an^  the rate of 

interest 2$?f (these terms date  from I965) • 

5. The reDort makes  the  point that international  arrangements  for export 

credit guarantee terms categorise develo-úng countries as    oor,   intermediate 

or rich,   based  on their ner oanits income.    This  categorisation determines 

the maximum length of credit  from commissioning which will normally be 

available,  and the interest rate which currently  a-oplies: 

e.g.     Per capita income less than $1,'!rn -  r years credit 

lh interest 

Per capita income $1/i("'   to 3f(
r'C 

7 3/4 interest 

Per capita income over P3,1 °0 

7 3/4^ interest. 

- 8 years credit 

- 5 years credit 

Improved terme and conditions for developing countries 

6. There is considerable scope for reduction  in the total burden  of 

financing of steel development schemes.    This can  be done by the developed 

countries taking a lead and arranging for a right combination of government 

aid,  government loans,  and loans from banking institutions and suppjiera 

credit,  so that the cost  of capital is kept at the minimum possible while 

the time of repayment of loan has maximum period  of grace and of repayment, 

^lrther,   the internetional   financing agencies also need to reexamine their 

criteria for assisting such schemes as their present policies and norms do 

not help to make the orojects economically viable.     This results in de- 

priving developing countries of the loan assistance from their agencies. 

7. Keeping in mind these circumstances UNITJO proposes the following 

questions for consideration:   - 

- Can periods of grace be extended to a minimum of 10 years in 

recognition of the fact that new steel plants do tend to take 

longer to establish in developing countries than in industrialized 

countries? 
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• Similarly can repayment oeriode be extended in recognition of 

the longer time often needed in developing countries to bring 

a new plant  up to  full capacity working? 

What  arrangements can be made through the World  Bank or  other 

internationally -  organized   financial   institutions to make some 

part   of the  finance available at  soecially low rates of interests: 

Is  there scope for  the establishment  of a special   fund  with UJJIÍK 

in association with the World  Bank  and  similar international 

institutions?    The  objective  of such a  fund would   be - after 

identifying the project and the res' irces  of the developing 

country - to reduce the financial   burden on the pr.\iect  of 

the  interest and repayments by a partial subBidy.     Contributions 

to  the fund might have to come from both the developed  and 

developing countries as well as  from the manu facturero  of eteel 

and  steel making equipment.     If this proposal is accepted in 

principle,  UNII» could set up a working group to examine  it 

in further detail and to determine the method of operation. 
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Introduction 

1. The Progress Report ID/WG.286/1 circulated for the Second Consultation 

Meeting referred in paras.   50 to 56 to the changes taking place in the pattern 

of world stoel production;  and raised a number of questions relating to the 

consequences for steel industry development in developing countries.    The 

changes,  their economic causes,   and their implications for the  future are 

elaborated in this note as additional background to the discussion of the 

questions. 

2. The following table gives details of the steel production in some of the 

developing countries:  - 

Steel production in certain developing 
countries 

1970 

Algeria 31 

Argentina 1,823 

Brazil 5,390 

India 6,271 
Iran - 

Korea,  Republic of 481 

Mexico 3,881 

Peru 94 
Venesusla 927 

(thousand tons) 

)                 1974 1975 

181 221 

2,354 2,220 

7,507 8,309 

7,068 7,989 

557 551 
2,308 2,558 

5,138 5,272 

450 431 

1,058 1,100 

1976 1977 

356 400 

2,403 2,693 

9,194 11,238 

9,313 10,400 

549 550 

3,511 4,243 

5,297 5,500 

349 350 

927 820 
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?. The  total   'mtnut   of steel  in developing countries increased   from 

lees  than 7  oer rent   ,^f world   omduotion  in   1//:   ti   11   oer  cent  in   1977. 

An  analysis  of steei   ir^urtim   sir.re   1 \PA  shewn  that  a  iownward   trenr!   in 

steel   nroduotion   m   the»   i ndus tri alized   (etcluding  the IISL.R •   countries  has 

continued  and   in   1 )!"' ,    their   steel   output  will   further register a   nnssibly 

heavier  downward   trend,   whereas   in  the  rase   of  the   develo -ing cour.tri.es   in- 

cluding  ''hina and   People's   nenuoratio   Republic   of  Korea and   the S-oialisl 

countries  >•('  -lästern   -luroe   and   the  WoS;'  l'i'MEA  countries,,,   the u .ward   treni 

and  a  sigrn ficant  steel   growth   rate   have   :.een  maintamel   and   wi ! i   he more 

se   m   W7J|;   the   same   trend   and   ir.wari   gr wth   rate   r f  stee!   cana. . ty   hive 

been  maintained   in  the   develooine; count,-  ns   înolu^ng '\hina ani  T'0R   -•;' 

Korea and   the  CMoA  countries   a.nd   these   .   ward   rr-wth   rates   v.   1]   he  main- 

tained   in   these  countries  during   197-^   •   :i   l'',r-   r w.t',  y^ar.        r,i.<,   therefore 

cannot   mstificably refer  t      ^r de.i't   the  oict¡~e   ••*' :   si   ua ¡   r^esajui 

^r a depression  in  the  worl '   steel   ¡n'uHtr1. I so. 

The   developing countries;   i-   •ar' .cui >r are  maintaining a g-od   arid   statu. 

growth  rate   linked    '-^noniy   t>  their home markets. 

LJJS.IL.'...' '"^r causes  of  the  cnang ng pattern   of steel   nr •>-' i ' t : • n 

'*<|y growth  "f  Mie   s te« I   reduction   in   the  USSR and   other  centrally 

piajv. ••-,   i-    nomee  boti    - r   . .actern Hurope and   elsewhi rn  ..?«  been related  t- 

the  strategy of  industrial   development adooted   by the  countries in  qvastion. 

The  iron ari  steel   sector has   been recognized   for years as  one of  the 

priorities  in  their general   economic  policies.     The6e  countries have  had 

large  internal  markets   for  steel  nrodurts. 

5. The steel  market   recession in  the market  econcxry countries has  been 

looked unon as a structural   nhenomenon which  cannot   be remedied by  the 

existing  lines  of economic  policy and   requires  increased  intervention  or. 

the nart  of governments.     Some  analysts have  stressed   the excessive com- 

petition among steel  producers  as a  factor  leading to   lower  prices   of 

steel  products,  undermimg profitability and  thus investment activities. 

Supporters of this view are also inclined to blame governments  for giving 

preference to continuous employment instead  of the modernisation of 

obsolete  plants.     1 there nave  emphasized the  importance of inflation which 

has discouraged  investment  by making credit very expensive. 
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6. The steady progrese made with steel  production in most developing 

countries has  been related  in the main to their continuing need to reduce 

their denendence on imoorts and  to provide and adequate  steel  industry 

base  for their general  industrial growth. 

Opportunities for the  future 

7. The share of developing countries in the total  world steel production 

since £he First Consultation Meeting has been slowly increased.     Bearing 

in mind  both the reduced volume of the world  steel  production and the needs 

of developing countries related to  the urocesB of industrialization,  the 

level  of production  achieved  by them cannot be considered as satiuf^ctory 

and this pace  of development  is to be accelerated. 

8. Opinions have been exoressed at different fora (e.g. International 

Iron and Steel Congress in Chicago, Anril 1978) that the present slowdown 

- both in iron ore mining and steel making - could lead to a shortage of 

steel in the foreseeable future. The efforts made by develoDing countries 

for the expansion of their iron and steel plants should therefore not be 

regarded as unrealistic in the context of the nresent situation in steel 

production. 

9. Moreover projects which are worked out in the present circumstances 

described in Darà.  55 of the Progress Report can offer real benefit to both 

developed and developing countries.    Already countries which have abundant 

finances but are deficient in raw materials are establishing steel making 

capacity with purchased technology and using imported raw material} countries 

which havt raw materials in plenty,  but lack financial resources, are seeking 

assistance from other countries;   others again which are endowed with special 

resources like natural gas are cooperating in the extension of the new 

technology of the direct reduction - electric furnace route for steel making; 

some developing countries, realizing their own resource limitations - 

financial and technical - are treading more cautiously by producing inter- 

mediate,  value added products only,  e.g.  sponge iron,  pig iron,  or billets 

and are making exchange deals with overseas partners. 
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l'i.       The conceDt of cooperation on barter basis or production compensation 

basis has been applied  in  the relationship between developing countries and 

the IJSSn as well as socialist countries of Eastern Europe.     This involves a 

supply of equipment  for  steel plants on soft credit basis while the repayment 

is realized through selling back of tne products manufactured  Dy the plants. 

It  seems both rational and  desirable to adopt the concept  by other developed 

countries in their relations with developing countries. 

11.       Increasing cooperation between developed and developing countries in the 

steel sector has been an  indicator of the  fact that such arrangements are ad- 

vantageous to the both aides.     A developing country profite by being able  to 

develop and exploit  its natural resources and manufacture value added products 

while developed chantry bj getting the opportunity to manufacture and supply 

the equipment (capital goods),  to transfer technological innovations and pro- 

feedional expertise,   to train manpower thereby enabling its manufacturing 

organizations to make full use of their capacities,  experiences and skills. 

The convergence of interests - deveiooing countries for steel production and 

developed countries for the export of capital goods transfer of technology, 

training etc. should  be fully utilized in the years to come.-^/ 

12.      In this context it appears to UNIDO that anewers to the following 

questions should  be Bought: 

- Can this mutuality of interest be generalized?    Should the con- 

sideration of each steel development project include as an essential 

step and assessment of shared interests with overseas partners, so 

that the pmrchase and installation of plant could be always com- 

bined with arrangement« for finance,  technology transfer,  training 
of manpower? 

- Given that the expansion of steel consumption in the engineering 

industries of developing countries proceeds faster than the ex- 

pansion of steel production, can the concept of shared interests 

oe extended to the exchange of steel products - ordinary and special 

qualities and the provisions of capital goods? 

1/    The convergence of interest has been also emphasized by some estimates 
according to which a creation of one job m an industry of developing 
countries involves creation of 3 jobs in developed countries. 
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- What guarantees should  safeguard interests  of partners  on the 

both sides and thus make a scheme successful? 

In the  light of answers  to these cfuestions  the Secretariat of UNIDO 

are ready to work out more specific and precise schemes  of co-operation  to 

be considered at the Third  Consul tati oí. Meeting on  the  Iron and Steel  Industry. 

In  the Denod between the Second and  the  Third Consultation Meetings 

UNIV  - if requested by interested narties is ready to serve as a forum  for 

negotiations of new nrojects  in the iron and steel  industry. 

à 
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SUMMARY 

This document  reports on the antiviti es organised by the UNIDO Secretariat 

following the first  Consultation Meeting on the Iron and Stee]   Industry in 

February 1977 and nets out the proposals  for further action which have 

esulted.     The second Consultation Meeting is asked to appraise and make 

recommendations on the new proposals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.      The first  Consultation Meeting on the Iron and Steel  Industry was held 

in Vienna on February 1977 as part  of the programme of industrial  consultations 

set  up by the second General  Conference of UNIDO in Lima in 1975.    The report 

of the Consultation Meeting was circulated as document  ID/we243/6/Rev. 1 

dated 1 March 1977. 

?.       The first  Meeting recommended that the UNIDO Secretariat  should 

undertake a number of follow-up activities designed to assist  developing 

countries in the establishment and expansion of their steel  industries,   but 

recognised that  the programme of work was heavy and asked the Bureau of the 

Meeting to set out the priorities among the recommended tasks. 

}.       The Bureau met in April 1977 and proposed that raw materials and fuels 

should be given prime consideration since they formed the basis for all  further 

consideration of the steel  industry in developing countries.    Second was the 

proposal  that  developing countries should be invited to present their plans 

for steel  development and the specific problems they had been encountering. 

The Bureau went on to draw attention to a meeting to be convened later that 

year consisting of representatives of selected research and development 

institutes interested in the subject of the adaptation of steel technology to 

the needs of developing countries.     It was further agreed that  reports should 

be presented to the second Consultation Meeting on the nature and magnitude 

of present and future manpower training problems,  and on specific training 

problems reported by developing countries in the submission of their plans 

and problems.     Finally the Bureau asked that as  part of the consideration of 

financial  problems disclosed by developing countries the questions of terms, 

conditions and guarantees should be pursued. 



A.       This   Process  Report describes   the activities   iirHertakw. 

Meetings of various  working groups have been held and their reports are noted 

below.     Other activities are continuing including  turther work resulting from 

the meetings,   and reports on them will   be -ide available at  a later date. 

TheReoort makes  pronosals for  further measures   ,,f  international  exoneration 

selected from the recommendati one made at the meetings and derived  from the 

detailed information  supplied by developing countries  on    their plans and 

problema  in steil   industry expansion. 

IRON ORE 

5. A meeting of a Working Group on  Iron Ore was held in Vienna on 

3-5 April  I978,   and a copy of the report UNIDO/EX.38   dated 20 April   1978 will   h. 

available to participants.    Amotv  the  cone! usi on;:  rnaohrd  were that  TO H emeu   ^' 

iron  ore  in  the  world  werp adequate  to moot  requirements   for many years  to  com- 

that,   orefici'!   1ev>\Jopm»nt  already  in  proí-r^s  would   rmi.lir.    ; |lat  a,-   -,   whol <•    nr>- 

supplies would not be a limiting factor on steel  production in the year 1985; 

and    that looking ahead to the year 2000 there was time for the exploitation 

of known deposits to be carried out  in relation to the evolution of demand. 

6. The Working Group discussed the structure of the iron ore market and 

the problem of access to supplies for small-scale buyers and buyers  in 

developing countries coming into the tr¿de for the  first time.    The meeting 

agreed that there was scope for developing countries  to cooperate in making 

their purchases of iron ore and drew attention  to the   existing cooperation 

between developed and developing countries on orefield development and the 

related commercial  questions  of the purchase and supply of ore. 

7. In this  connection it is  relevant  to recall  comments in a recent  UNCTAD 

document.    The international  trade in iron ore was strongly influenced in 

the past by ownership ties which caused an important   proportion of the trade 

to be based on  intrafirm transactions.     It has  been  estimated by the UNCTAD 

Secretariat  that "with the nationalization of mines  in VenezueJa,   Pen: and 

Mauritania,  and the growth of non-captive sources of  3upply elsewhere in 

Latin America,   Africa and Australia,   the proportion of total  trade which may 

be described as  »captive» has  declined  rapidly in recent years,  but  it 

still  remains the dominant  framework within which trade in iron ore from 

the United States and Ganada takes place'-^. 

1/ UNCTAD document TD/B/IPC/IRON ORi/2 of 2 August 1977,   p.  19. 
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•<.       The  ni^i-'-i^nt    flnit.ai   investment  assorted  with  orefieH  developm — t 

hac  croata  •>   roR,i   for  i „ng tm contmitn  anm-ripf* a  market   lor the 

additional   production   „f iron  ore.     The nove  han  been  reinforced  by the 

partiumtim   m   tj,o  investment   by large-c~alc buy en  who   wish to  make sure 

of   IVI urp  .^livori«*   of oro.     Ratinata  by  the UNCTAD Secretariat   surest 

that  long-term  contractual  arrange- ents  n*w -over up to 60  por cent   of 

intentional   movements   of iron  or^.     The  captive  - r m riemerta  ani  Ion- 

ten -^reementr;   mi^ht   hr  ,v,oton,  limiting the  future swne   for action by 

small   soalo-huy«rn   of  iron  ore,   although at   the present  time there  is a 

relative oversupnl.v  of  iron  ore resulting  from  tJip   reduction   in  steel 

production  in   son-  developed  countries.     Nev firth el can   the   .'earn that  have 

beer  exposed   Cor th.p   future aro important   enough   to  l«,i   to  the  suggestion 

that  developing countries which are buyers  of ore should  be given some 

cxponitio.-  of thp methods *»d problems  of making long-term  purchase contracts 

no that   either Rirrrly or in combination  they  could  set  up appropriate 

a-rancor-entS  in  pood   time.     Thin   forms  the ^^ of  the f. ^   promsal  below 

in this  section   of the   Report. 

9. Recent  decisis  to delay orefield development  may exert an impact unon 

the future supply of iron ore.     Among Ol  projects  representing known additions 

to cap-city in   iron  ore mining and processing there are S  projects  delayed  or 

abandoned.     The consequent  reduction  in the output  of iron  ore would represent 

however only i./l',  per   «ent of the expected additional   capacity.     More 

r-igni^-cut   is  the  reduction of the expected additional  production of 

pellets — 11.8  per cent1* . 

10. The Secretariat   were asked by the  Working Group to investigate a number 

of questions more deeply,   including the estimated demand and supply of ore 

in 19«3 and 20O0 with  particular reference to  sinter  fines;     the stages 

reached by current  orefield development  schemes;   the provision of un-to-date 

estimates  of the capital  costs  of mining and processing ore;   and the 

Z¡ 'INCTAD document  TD/B/IPC/TRON ORE/? oí' 2 August 1977,   p.  20. 

TDmríL/?6 co.nclu8ions ^sed upon the data   from UNCTA1Ì document TD/B/IPC/ 
IRON Oííü/AC.4 (table XVI)  of 29 Jferoh  1978. 
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formulation of criteria for decisions concerning the exploitation and 

processing of local ore reserves. This last point is taken up in the 

recommendation in the section on Flans and Problems of this Report. 

11. The Working Group noted that there were examples in various parts of 

the world,  nctably Africa and Latin America,  of iron ore deposits 

stretching across a number of neighbouring countries.    It was suggested 

that there could be substantial savings in capital and operating costs 

if the countries concerned at each location were to set up an international 

company to work progressively through the deposits instead of having 

each country establish a separate infrastructure and mining installation 

on its own national territory. 

12. Two specific proposals for international action emerged from the 

discussions at the Working Group and are submitted to the second Consultation 

Meeting for appraisal and recommendation: 

- UMIDO i s preparing to work out arrangements among developed and 

developing countries interested in exporting and importing iron ore to 

help developing countries towardB an understanding of the structure of 

the market and the nature and content of long-term contracts for the 

purchase of iron ore; 

- UNIDO will identify instances throughout the world for possible 

cooperation between neighbouring countries in the exploitation of 

shared ore deposits,  and seek to promote constructive discussions 

«"» COAL 

13*    A nesting of a Working Group on Coking Coal was held in Vienna 

6-8 April 1978 and a copy of the report UHIDO/K.39 dated 20 April 1978 

will be available to participants. 

14.    A report prepared by Polish consultants had drawn attention to the 

uneven geographical distribution of world reserves of coking coal.    Three 

countries,  China, USA and USSR, possessed 72# of the total world reserves 

and ten countries in all held practically the whole of the reserves. 
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Developing countries other than China and India together held less  than 

l'A of the reserves.    This situation gave rise to the two main ¿ireas  of 

problems  for developing countries, first the need to make the fullest  use 

of their own fuels and adopt  processes  which economised in the use of the 

best grades of coking coal,  and second the need for assured access to 

supplies  for the tonnages,  of coking coal  which still  required to be imported. 

15. The Working Group reviewed the range of technical  methods available for 

economising in the use of coking coal  such au blast  furnace injection with 

oil,  naturel  gas,   tar,   pitch,  and pulverised coal  slurry;  and the utilisation 

of briquette blending coking and other processes.    The advantages and 

limitations of th- direct  reduction pro-esses were also discussed and 

appraised. 

16. The di     erent  interests of countries  exporting and importing coking 

coal need to be   reconciled   within stable    international  trade arrangements. 

The Working Group emphasised that  the planning of any steel  industry 

development  scheme which required the use of coking coal  should include 

early arrangements with producers  for regular supplies  in order to allow 

time for any necessary mine development.    Such action would help to  ensure 

that adequate supplies would be available in spite of the doubts created 

by short-term difficulties in the recent past. 

17«    There are two lines of activity involving international cooperation 

which UNIDO could undertake if the second Consultation meeting agrees: 

with the help of the developed countries concerned to organise a study 

tour for developing countries to see practical   examples of modern 

methods of economising in the use of coking coal; 

to assist developing countries towards an understanding of the 

construction and use of long"term purchase contracts to ensure access 

to supplies of coking coal,  in combination with the similar activity 

proposed above for iron ore. 
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PLANS AND PROBLEMS 

18. The Bureau of the first Consultation Meeting laid stress on the poii t 

that a knowledge of the plans of the developing countries for steel  industry 

development and of the problems they had been encountering would enable 

the    UNIDO Secretariat  to begin to assess the practical  issues arising 

as distinct  from generalities.    Accordingly,  a detailed questionnaire was 

circulated in September 1977 to 112 developing countries,  yielding 41  replies 
by the end of August  1978. 

19. UNIDO expresses  its gratitude to the countries which replied to the 

questionnaire and to all the Resident  Representative Offices  of UNDP 

concerned for their assistance in obtaining replies from Governments.    At the 

same time,  UNIDO regrets that the replies do not give a complete picture of 

the plans and problems of the iron and steel industry in developing countries 

because several developing countries which might influence the picture 

considerably did not  complete the questionnaire.    Nevertheless, about 

two-thirds of the picture can be drawn from the replies received. 

20. An extended commentary on the answers to the various questions is given 

in the Appendix, and the following paragraphs summarise the main conclusions 
to be drawn. 

21.     Most of the countries replying have formulated programmes for the 

development of their steel  industries,  87> looking ahead for at least 

five years and 55'/" up to ten years.     The programmes were based on the 

positive results of professional studies made mainly by consultants with 

international reputations on the markets to be served and on the other 

essential subjects such as supplies of raw materials and fuel,  technological 

process routes,  manpower training,  and economic factors. 
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22. On the basis of" the  forecasts made by the replies  it  would appear that 

developing countries are expecting to  increase their steelmaking capacity 

by some \Z/U a year over the next  ten years.     Allying  :'or the possibility 

that  some schemes will  be realised more slowly than is   forecast and that 

capacity is unlikely to be  fully utilised  but also bearing in mind  that 

othe    schemes not yet   formulated may come into operation during the next 

decade it   is  estimated by the UNIDO Secretariat  that   :rude steel   production 

in developing countries  including China  in  the yea    198^  will  be of  tie 

order of I40 million tons.     This  would  represent a growth  rate of about &V 

a year from the production of 67  million  tons   reached in 197^ and is  about 

the same rate as was achieved over the decade 1967/77   when steel   production 

rose  from 37  to 76 million tons.    The production o    14O million tons  in 

developing countries would be iyA of the world total   production of steel 

in 1985  estimated at 95O million tons,   and,   compared with the Hv   share- 

achieved in 1975i   would represent  substantial   progress  towards creating a 

basis  for balanced industrialisation in the   countries  concerned.     Still 

further progress would be required and more countries  would need to  be 

involved to  foster the no re general  industrial  development  implied  by 

reaching the Lima objectives in the year 2000. 

23. Prom the description of individual  projects identified in the  replies 

it appears that steelworks"  capacities  will  be notably increased in the 

future.    The existing largest steelworks  in developing countries of 

3.8  Mt/y will be a medium-scale works  in future and the production of steel 

from  integrated steelworks  o\' 4 Mt/y to 10 Mt/y capacity will  make a major 

contribution to the expected production increase.    At  the same time  relatively 

small-scale steelworks less  than Oó  Mt/y which use direct   reduction and 

electric  furnaces or the scrap-based  EK  route will  be playing an important 

role in providing the production  facilities  required in developing countries 

with small  markets to serve. 



c A.     Although the blast  furnace-basic  o ygen furnace route is likely to 

remain the most   important  steel   production route for many years the direct 

reduction route will  play an increasing part.     By I982 steel  production 

through  this  route may rise to more than 2Œ/& of the total   compared with 

7/0 in  1977.    The direct  reduction  route opens the way to the  establishment 

of  economically-operated integrated steelworks  in countries with small  markets 

and thus provides  important opportunities foi  maiiy developing countries. 

All   tue direct   reduction projects  notified are expected to iwe locally 

available natural  gas,  confirming that this direct  reduction process  is 

viable only where natural gas is available at low cost.     If and when a direct 

reduction process  based on solid  fuel   is  fully developed industrially many 

developing countries without natural  gas  resources will  be benefited,   thus 

ensuring further  possibilities  for the growth of the steel  industry in 

developing countries. 

2e).     As  far as problems are concerned the replies indicated that countries 

with development   programmes for their steel  industries have based the 

proposals on a systematic assessment  of the technical  and economic problems 

involved in relation to the general   economic development  of their countries 

and regions.    The problems  encountered and expected were described mainly 

in general terms  with few specific  comments apart from technical  subjects. 

They covered topics such as the elimination of specific impurities  from 

iron ore    the t aining of manpower including the difficulty caused by the 

rapid tu. nover of labour,  the task of mastering intricate technological 

procedures,  and  financial  problems including tight credit. 

26.     The experience gained by a country in working steadily through the series 

of problems involved in the creation of a steel   industry could be of great 

help to other developing countries which have not yet  formulated their plan». 

Til»; liar,-.-. :-i;i 1 on of the stages in the consideration of a project  including the 

nature o.' the technical  choices and the economic assessments to be made, 

the integration of a steel  works  with the social and industrial  infrastructure 

and with steel  consuming industries,  and the method of programming the 

installation and start-up of plant,  all  would represent a most useful  service 

from countries with a steel industry to those considering steel industry 
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development  for the first  time.     Such a service,  useful  though it  would 

be from any country with an established steel  industry,   would be 

particularly valuable from the developing countries which have gone through 

the stages as a new venture in recent years. 

?7.    The following proposal  designed to  encourage cooperation among 

developing countries is therefore submitted to the second Consultation 

Meeting for appraisal and recommendation: 

- UNIDO should organise meetings among groups of developing countries 

which are working through their steel industry development programmes 

together with other interested developing countries in order to set 

out the technical and economic criteria to be assessed in 

establishing a steel industry including the exploitation of orefields. 

and to expound the nature of the successive stages in the 

consideration of plans and pro.iects. 

EXCHANBE OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

28. A meeting of representatives of selected research and development 

institutions engaged in the adaptation of iron and steel technology for 

developing countries was held in Jamshedpur,   India from 28 November to 

2 December 1977=    A copy of the report UNIDO/EX.31 dated 11 January 1978 

will  hp available to participants. 

29. The recommendations in the report may be summarised under three headings! 

(a) proposals for the exchange of technical information on a regular 

basis among interested parties nationally,  regionally and 

internationally, and the provision of a technical enquiry service) 

(b) the provision of an advisory service to developing countries to 

guide then through all the necessary stages in the creation of 

a steel industry with an indication of the range of technical and 

management consultancy services available to elaborate each stags, 

and to provide an assessment of consultants» reports; 

(c) the establishment by UNIDO of a network of contacts among research 

and development institutes in developed and developing countries 

with the objective of fostering the fulfilment of work required 

for the solution of technical problems encountered by developing 
countries. 
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30. The recommendations under (a)  and (b)   imply the intensive and purposeful 

use of the services provide    by the technical  information and technical, 

assistance sections of the UNIDO Secretariat  responding to requests  by 

developing countries  related to their own specific  problems.    The services 

should increasingly have the benefit  of the International  Technological 

Information bank which was created in July 1977  following a decision of the 

Industrial Development Board in May.     Item (b) also calls  for the creation 

of a panel of experienced steel industry men who would be called upon by 

a developing country in the early stages of the consideration of a steel 

industry project to advise on the basic soundness of the proposal before 

substantial sums are committed for studies and reports by consultants. 

31. The recommendation under (c) is more far-reaching.    Although the 

Jamshedpur Meeting acoepted that it would not at this stage be feasible for 

a new international centre t J deploy large resources of technical  staff, 

laboratories and pilot  plant  to carry out original  work,   it  expressed a 

clear need for UNIDO to keep itself fully informed of the range of work 

undertaken by established centres,  their facilities and special fields 

of interest.    The recommendation thus envisages continuing cooperation among 

research and development institutes in developed and developing countries 

to undertake and share information on investigations relevant to the more 

general technological problems encountered by the steel industries in 

developing countries»     Since the Jamshedpur meeting,  the UNIDO Secretariat 

has begun a series of visits to the principal research and development 

institutes in the endeavour to enlist their help in such continuing cooperation. 

32.    The Consultation Meeting is asked to approve that UNIDO should continue 

with the tas^s of: 

- establishing a panel of independent  expert advisors to act at the 

request of countries in the early stages of the consideration of 

steel industry development projects; 

- establishing a network of contacts among research and development 

institutes in developed and developing countries. 
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THAINIMG 

33. A meeting of a preparatory expert group was held in Vienna on 

9-11  January 1978 and a meeting of a further expert group on 24-26 April  1978. 

An informal  note of   16 January I978 covering the first meeting and  the report 

of  the  second  one   ( ID/WO. 276/^,   da+.rd  8 It'ay   19-78)   will  be  available  to 
part ir. i pan tí'.. 
34. The nature and magnitude of the training problem facing developing 

countries in relation to the development  of their steel  industries was 

examined  from the point  of view of general  education and of the specific 

industrial  training required by the various levels of staff.    As  far as 

general  educational   requirements were concerned estimates provided by UNESCO 

of the numbers of university graduates and high-school graduates  expected 

to be available in developing countries in the year 2000 were compared with 

the numbers needed by the steel  industries  in those countries to attain the 

steel  production implied by the full  realisation of the Lima target.     It was 

concluded that the numbers of persons at xnose educational  levels appeared 

likely to be sufficient  in total  for the steel  industries»  needs allowing 

for the growth of the steel industries as part  of balanced industrial 

development  in each country.    There might however be problems of the 

proportions of graduates and others within the totals which would need 

the attention of each country's educational authorities.    UNESCO undertook 

to prepare a note on the importance of the general  education policies of 

developing countries for assessing the educational requirements of their 

steel  industries.     The note will be circulated as soon as it is available. 

UNESCO also undertook to provide estimates of secondary school graduates 

by the year 2000 to compare with the steel industries' needs for staff at 

that  educational level. 

35-     In relation to the specific industrial training requirements it was 

estimated that by the year 2000 developing countries would need to be 

training a maximum of 235|000 persons a year for the various levels of 

management,  technical,  commercial,   craftsman and process tasks.    It was 

emphasised thai in preparing to fulfil such a substantial training programme 

the most important requirement was to ensure that each steel industry 

development project should include as an integral part a complete training 

scheme including estimates of the numbers of different levels of staff 
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needed to bring the plant into operation and then raise it to its  full 

rated output,   together with the continuing needs  for replacement  manning, 

refresher and up-grading training.     The training scheme should make 

adequate provision for the teaching staff and facilities required 

permanently at the new plant together with the use in the initial  stages 

of  extra facilities at other works in tne country concerned or in 

association with the consultants and the suppliers of  equipment. 

36. The cost  of such a complote training scheme might appear large 

- possibly about 1Q¿ of the total  cost of a development  scheme - but 

neglect of + ,e subject could lead to much greater losses resulting from 

the inadequate operation and use of the plant after installation. 

37. An adeq ate and attractive social infrastructure is needed for each 

steelworks project since working conditions  in orefields and in iron and 

steel  works are often more arduous than in other sectors of industry. 

Housing,   recreation facilities,   shops and schools must be provided to reduce 

the turnover of manpower and thus avoid too heavy a load on the training 

facilities. 

38. Beyond the training related to each development project it was 

recognised that any established steel industry had a special need to 

provide further training for senio    staff with management and technical 

responsibility in order to keep them informed of new ideas,  methods and 

processes appearing throughout the world.    A number oí' developed countries 

have management training colleges which provide courses on production, 

sal es,  labour and general management as part of the normal career development 

for experienced staff.    Qualified scientists and engineers undertake exchange 

visits with steelworks abroad and take part in technical conferences and 

seminars. 

39»    To help developing countries in securing the benefit of this type of 

career training,  UNIDO is taking action on the following lines which the 

second Consultation Meeting is asked to approve! 
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- setting out a proposed model  constitution  t'or  regional  steel   industry 

management  training colleges   for developing countries,   showing the 

working arrangements,   ¡anilities,   courser, of study,   starring,   and 
financing involved: 

' seeking the cooperation  of more  developed countries   with established 

steel  industries   in providing in-plant  training »cherries  for qualified 

and  experienced engineers  from developing count rio». 

40.     The Industrial  Development  Board at its twelth session  in May I978 

decided that the UNIDO Secretariat  should examine the ways  of maximising 

the use of industrial  manpower training  facilities  existing  in developed 

and developing countries and explore their potential   for expansion in 

relation to the needs of developing countries.     The   work done on the specific 

problems of training in the steel  industry will  provide a useful contribution 
to this more general task. 

FINANCHE 

41. The iron and steel  industry lays  claim to very large    unas    or each 

project.     Even a small  scale plant based on one module of a  direct  reduction 

sponge iron plant  with elervtric steelmaking furna.es,   continuous casting and 

a  simple  rolling mill  for  reinforcing bars will  scarcely   -ost   less than 

$25  million,   while the cost  of a  large scale integrated works  with blast 

furnaces,   LD vessels and  rolling mills  will   run into  billions  of dollars. 

The discussion at  the first  Consultation Meeting drew attention to the 

magnitude of the financing problem facing developing countries,  but the 

Bureau in setting priorities  recommended that the suitability of terms and 

conditions and the nature and -.ont«it of  the guarantees associated with the 

financing of steel  plants  in developing countries should first be pursued. 

42. As part  of its  responsibilities in the field of  financing for industrial 

development generally in developing countries the UNIDO Secretariat  issued in 

March 1978 a directory of "Financial  Resources  for Industrial  Development 

Projects in Developing Countries».     It gave particulars of many organizations 

providing finance for industrial  development including I40 national  financial 

institutions,  13 regional  development banks and funds,  9 international 

institutions and 15 commercial banks active in this field.    The terms, 

conditions and guarantee requirements were quoted for many of the organizations 
included. 
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43. Most  of the new steelmaking plants in developing countries in recent 

years have been  financed by a combination of local  funds - provided by the 

State or by private banks - loans from the World Bank or other international 

institutions or consortia,  and bilateral  loans from suppliers of equipment 

often backed by  export  guarantee or export promotion organisations in the 

supplying countries.    A  detailed report  has been commissioned from 

consultants to show the structure o!' the financing of a number of steelworks 

and ore mining projects  during the past  few years,  the participating 

institutions and the terms,  conditions and guarantee requirements.    The 

final  results of  the investigation will  be circulated as a separate document, 

but a number o:   comments may be offered from the preliminary findings. 

44. The terms and conditions associated with the financing of a development 

project   include commercial  factorr such as the tendering and other purchasing 

procedures  for locally manufactured and imported equipment,   together with 

the margin of  preference to be allowed in favour of local  items.    There are 

also the more purely financial  questions such as the proportion of equity 

capital   to debt (normally in the region of 40:60),  the proportions of the 

total  finance to be provided from national and international  sources,  the 

rates of interest,   periods of grace,   repayment  periods,  and the extent of the 

national  governments involvement by subscriptions or guarantees. 

45. Ail   the particulars  of such terms and conditions  form the essential 

substance of the negotiations  for any scheme of financing.    They are often 

complex and difficult to  resolve,  and are usually treated by the partners 

as  confidential.     However it is known that during the last ten years credit 

terms available for the development of iron and steel  plants have become 

more difficult for all  countries.    At  the end of the sixties there were 

possibilities if obtaining 10-years credit at a rate of interest 5,  6 or 

7-5  per  cent.    In 1976 and 1977  a number of large-scale project« were 

financed by national banks and international consortia with rates of 

interest  between 7.5 and 8.55¿ reflecting a general hardening of interest 

rates in the market economy countries,  and affecting industry generally. 

The interest rates were increased by an amount  of the order of 1 3/494. 

whan guarantees for the repayment and interest on loans were given by 

organisations such as the EXIM bank of USA or by national financial 
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institutions in the receiving country.    This type of guarantee is of 

particular importance for the first  projects in a newly-created steel 

industry sime the internally-generated cash flow from su^h plants will 

take some time to appear. 

46. Among more general  conditions included were the requirements  that 

interest and debt repayment  should be made  free of local  taxes,   that there 

should be substantial   contents  of local  manufacture in the total   equipment 

installed,   that cash  flow deficits and cost   overruns arising before a new 

scheme began to earn revenue should be financed by additional  locally- 

raised equity.    The main subscription to the  equity for a steel  project 

still  normally comes  from banking or private sources in the host  country, 

although there was recently an interesting move towards the provision of 

some equity by the overseas  suppliers of plant,  giving them an additional 

incentive for ensuring that  the plant was  satisfactorily installed and 

worked up to capacity as quickly as possible. 

47. A statement of the facts  relating to terms,   conditions and guarantees 

is one thing.    An assessment  of their suitability is another.    Although no 

evidence has yet come to light,  in the investigation,  din lussions undertaken 

by the Secretariat  or in the replies to the questionnaire on Plans and 

Problems,   that the terms and conditions themselves have been the main 

^ause o*  a  failure to conclude adequate financing arrangements  for steel 

industry development,   the e is still  scope for a discussion of the ways and 

means of easing the conditions to  ensure an adequate flow of funds  for 

developing countries'   projects. 

48. However even if the terms,   conditions and guarantees are judged 

equitable and there are ample funds  from a vast number of institutions for 

steel  industry development  in developing countries,  some difficulties are 

likely to remain*    Projects  in developing countries,   particularly in the 

countries  entering the steel   industry for the first time,  may need a longer 

period than  elsewhere for construction because of the lack of local 

infrastructure.    Equally the plant once built may need longer to .un up 

to full  capacity because of the need to train many operators in unfamiliar 
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work.    These  factors may have the result of increasing the investment needed 

in capital and running costs  in a steel  plant  in a developing country above 

the similar sum needed in a developed country and thus may create a permanent 

handicap in relation to the total  cost  of the products. 

49«     These important matters lead to the selection of financing as a 

priority issue for discussion at the Consultation Meeting,   with consideration 

of the activities which UNIDO should undertake to facilitate the appropriate 

international  action.     In particular: 

- the Consultation Meeting will  be asked to discuss and comment  on 

the terms and conditions which have been attached to recent 

financing agreements   for steel  industry development,  and Buggest 

possible future changes. 

THE CHAMlilNG  PATTERN OF WORLD STEEL PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

50«     World steel  production in 1977 at 674 million tonB was slightly below 

the 676 million tons reached in 1976,  and 5$ below the peak production of 

703 million tons in 1974.    The USSR produced during 1977 I46 million tons 

(+1.5$ over the previous year)  and thereby ranked first amongst the steel 

producing countries of the world for the fourth consecutive year,  followed 

by USA,  II5 million tons (-2.7'/° from the previous year), Japan 102 million 

tonB (-4.6$),  and PRG,   39 million tons (-8.1fr).    China is estimated to be 

fifth in order of size with a production of 23-5 million tons (+11$). 

51.     Steel output in the developing countries as a whole rose to 76 million 

tons in 1977  registering an increase of 15$ over the previous year.    Brazil 

and South Korea are estimated each to have increased their steel production 

by over 20$ in the year.    The developing countries total represented 11$ 

of the world output in 1977 compared with 10$ in the previous year.     In 

contrast the production of steel in the developed countries of Western 

Europe fell by 4$ in 1977,  while the developed countries of the CHEA Group 

occupied an intermediate position with a rise of 2$. 
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52. The changing pattern of the world steel  production in 1977 demonstrated 

by these figures is a continuation of a trend which has been apparent since 

1974,  as Table 1 on p.  19 shows.    The reasons for the changes are complex 

and their full analysis woula be a difficult task but whatever the reasons 

the resulting effect on the pattern of steel development in the world over 

the next few years is already profound. 

53. It was widely predicted a few years ago that although industrialized 

European countries and other advanced countries would not pursue new steel 

capacity in their own countries for a variety of reasons including the very 

high cost of environmental control measures they would favour the creation 

of semis plants in countries overseas including the countries with rich ore 

deposits such as Australia,   Brazil,   South Africa and Venezuela.    This concept 

has now been largely put aside.    The sponsors of semis projects have been 

forced to suspend or cancel them because of lack of funds and the poor 

prospects in the international market for steel at least in the near future. 

The projects include that in Western Australia,  put forward by the Mount 

Newman partners and based on Pilbara iron ore,  the Itaqui project in 

Brazil based on the Carajas iron ore project which itself is subject to 

delay,  and the ISCOR-Vcîest steel project at Saldanha Bay in South Africa 

based on the Sishen mine.    Other casualties are Sweden's Steelworks 

80 Project,   Italy's Giaio Tauro, US Steel's Conneaut and Canada's east and 

west coast schemes.     In addition, major expansion plans have been shelved 

or postponed at existing steel plants in Prance (POS),  Belgium (Sidmar), 

the USA (Inland and îfational),  the Netherlands (Hoogovens),  and Spain (AHM). 

54. On the other hand,  in spite of some postponements for reasons similar 

to those affecting the developed countries,  steel industry projects in 

developing countries in many parts of the world are being pursued steadily. 

The following Table 2 compiled f.om published data illustrates the general 

trends of planned increases in steel capacities in some of the developing 

countries}   this list is illustrative but not complete for all the 

developing countries in the world.    A recent independent survey of 

published information indicated that between 1978 and I985 developing 

countries were intending to instai 90 million tons of steelmaking capacity 

of which 66% was accounted for by the six largest contributions from Brazil, 

Iran,  Venezuela, Argentina,   India and South Korea.     Plans in preparation in 

China seem likely to add a further 30 million tons to this figure. 
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55.     The shift in the pressure for the development of the steel  industry 

in the different parts of the world presents the developing countries 

with an exceptional  opportunity.    They are able to pursue their own 

development  schemes,  provided they are soundly organised and appropriately 

related to their own conditions and their local and regional markets,  with 

technical assistance and delive les of equipment more readily available 

from developed countries than at any time during the past  ten years.    The 

developing countries would thus be able to make rapid progress with their 

steel  industries,  reducing their dependence on imports,   improving their 

balances of payments and creating a sound basis for their engineering 

industries and further industrialisation.     If this opportunity is  seized 

during the course of the next  few years the industrial momentum created 

would facilitate the achievement  of the Lima targets relating to the share 

of developing countries in world industrial  output.    That result would still 

be eminently practicable even if the measures now under consideration to 

stimulate economic revival  in developed countries show benefits in the near 

future,   because of the great stimulus to world trade generally which 

that  would provide. 

56.    The changing pattern of steel  production in the world,   its causes, 

consequences and possible future evolution,  has occupied the minds of steel 

producers and governments in many countries and has given rise to much public 

comment and discussion.    The second Consultation Meeting provides an exceptional 

opportunity for raising the issue and considering questions such as: 

- What has been the effect of the depression in retarding or 

cancelling development schemes and thus reducing the forecast growth 

in world steel production?    What has been the effect on the expansion 

of the steel industry in developing countries?    Is there a risk that 

in a few years' time a revival of demand for steel may create 

scarcities again?    If so.  what would be the effect on developing 

countries?    What international action can be organised to ensure that 

development schemes in developing countries appropriately related 

to their own general industrialisation programme can be vigorously 

pushed ahead and not  held back by a pessimistic view of the world 

market? 
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Commentary on the replies to  the Questionnaire 
on Plana and Probi ems 

The countries that  replied to the questionnaire were the following: 

Region-^ Countries 

AFRICAN Burundi,   Ethiopia,   Kenya,   Lesotho,   Mali,   Somalia,  Senegal, 

Zaire (8  countries) 

ARAB Egypt,   Iraq,   Kuwait,   Libya,   Morocco,   Qatar,  Saudi Arabia, 

Syrian Arab Republic (8 countries) 

AMERICAN       Argentina,   Bolivia,   Brazil,  Chile,   Colombia,  Costa Rica,   <\iba, 

Ecuador,   Honduras,   Mexico,   Peru,   Uruguay,  Venezuela ( 1 *  countries; 

ASIAN India,   Iran,   Republic of Korea,   Pakistan,   Papua New Guinea, 

Philippines,   Singapore,  Thailand (8 countries) 

EUROPEAN       Cyprus,   Malta,  Turkey,   Yugoslavia (4 countries) 

A.       DEVELOPMENT PRÜGRAMME 

Question 1. 

£e£Hes 

Table  j 

Have you formulated a  programme for the development   of the  iron 

and steel  industry in your country a)   for ^ years ahead, 

b)  for ten years ahead,  c)  beyond ten years? 

Number of countries which have formulated a programme 

Region 

Time-scale of the programme 

No  nrograrnre Nn  reply 
beyond 

10 years 
up to 

10 years 
up to 

5 years 

African 1 2 0 3 2 

Arab 4 1 2 1 0 

American 4 4 5 0 0 

Asian 1 3 3 1 0 

European 1 0 2 0 1 

11 10 12 5 3 

Cumulative 
Total 11 

(275b) 
21 

( 51CA) 
33 

(80#) 
38 

(93ü/¿) 
41 

(I0(?b) 

l/ In this analysis,   developing countries are grouped for convenience into 
region» as indicated above.    African signifies sub-Saharan countries. 
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Almost all the countries which  replied to this question have a programme 

for at least   five years ahead.    More than 'jö'/o have a programme for ten years 

ahead. 

Most countries  which do not have a programme are those where it would 

not  be justified to  establish steel   industries in present  circumstances. 

Question.2.       Where will  your iron and steel   plants be located and what 

will  their capacities be? 

Repl i es All the countries which have a development  programme listed 

one or more projects.    The number of total   projects (both 

greenfield sites and  expansion)  amounts to 76 of which only 

7 have not yet  been assigned a location. 

Table 4 Capacity distribution of the steel  industry development 
projects and existing works 

Plant 
capacity 

( million tons) 

No.   of projects in each reffion Nò.  of existing 
plants in all 
replying countries African Arab American Asian European Total 

projects 

0.1 

0.1-0.49 

0.5-0.99 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

]0 

3 

1 4 

3 

3 

1 

1 

3 

11 

4 

3 

4 

3 

6 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1 

2 

1 

8 

17 

8 

13 

8 

5 

6 

4 

3 

1 

2 

1 

data uncertain 

about 40 

12 

9 

8 

1 

Total capacity:    144 million tons Total capacity! 
58 million tons 

The capacity distribution of the projects shows a distinct trend to 

largesized projects compared to the existing steelworks*  sizes. 
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Question 3.    How much primary iron (pig iron  or directly reduced iron) 

and crude eteel  (from integrated plants with blast furnaces 

or direct reduction units,  and  scrap based mini-plants)  do 

you aim  to produce annually - 

a)  Five years ahead?,  b)  Ten years ahead?,  c)   Beyond  ten years? 

RePli>B Th« data given were analysed and  are presented in Figures  1  and 

2.     In interpreting the data the  following points should be 

considered: 

(l) most countries indicated the production capacities 

rather than production  figures.    When a reply 

apparently gave production figures they were 

converted into capacities assuming 8o$ operation. 

(ii) when a reply gave a fit<rure  for  5 years ahead  only, 

it was assumed that the figures would remain the 

same in  10 years time.     The figure of  1987 is thus 

probably under-estimated. 

(111)       because of the nature of the projects BF route 

projects are well known in advance, but scrap 

based projects are not.    The ratios of capacities 

by the different routes are thus no more than a rough 

indication. 

In spite of these limitations the following points seem worth mentioning: 

(i) for ASIA and AMERICA,  the past  trends of production match 

quite well with the capacity increase programmes;  for EUROPE 

and the ARAB Region, particularly the latter, a very rapid 

increase in capacity is planned compared to the past 

production growth; 

(ii)       capacity utilisation ratios (production versus rated 

capacity)  of developing countries are generally low 

and estimated to be of order of 70 to 755t in 1977, 

although there are a few exceptional countries} 
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dû) 

(iv) 

(v) 

the expected annual growth rate of steel production capacity 

as a whole is about  12$ over the decade  1977 to 1987; 

the production capacity of the DR-EF based steelworks will be 

substantial  in  future.    By  1981,  it may reach about 2CP/, of 

the total steelmakmg capacity in developing countries; 

m the ARAB,  AMERICAN and ASIAN regions,   the DR-EF based 

route may reach 56$, 2C# and  1956 of steel  production 

capacity respectively by 1982. 
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Question 4.      What steel product-mix is planned? 

(a) Structurais,  beans or heavy sections 

(b) Flats (sheets,  plates) 

(c) Merchant bars and light sections 

Replies The ratios of flat products to total ateel 

products were calculated and shown in Figure 3. 

It will be seen that! 

(i) 

(ii) 

at a steel production level below 1 Mt most of the 

countries aim to produce non-flats only} 

the flat products ratio for most countries which 

produce more than 1 Nt products falls between 

40 to 6o£ which seen« a reasonable range compared 

to  i.he past records of developing countries. 

(iii)    few specific data on structurais were given since 

«any countries combined their replies to a) and c). 

(iv)      There was considerable scatter in data, possibly 

caused by differences in classification. 
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Question 5»       Please indiate present availability of raw tratorials  for the 

iron and steel  industry: 

(a) Iron ore 

(b) Coal 

(c) Natural gas 

Repli es 

(a)       Iron ore 

Table 5 Numbers of countries classified by present 
status of reserves and mining operations 

Region 

I ron ore reserves Ore mining industry DTP processing plant 

More than 
100 Mt 

Less than 
100 Mt 

Nil  or 
unknown 

No 
reply 

Existing Not 
existing 

No 
reply 

toi rting Not 
existing 

No 
reply 

African 0 2 b 1 0 7 1 0 7 1 

Arab 3 ? 3 0 3 b 0 ? 6 0 

American 8 3 1 1 7 4 ? 6 b ? 

Asian b 1 2 0 5 3 0 4 4 0 

European 1 0 1 2 ? 1 1 ? l 1 

Total 17 7 12 4 17 2U 4 14       |     23 4 

Out  of  36 countries,   24 countries ( 6T/0)  possess iron ore reserves, 

17  countries with reserves over 100 Mt.     17  of the 24 countries already have 

a mining industry and most  of them have iron ore processing facilities. 
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(b)        Goal 

Table b Numbers of countries  classified by present 
status of reserves and mining operations 

Rfifrinn 

Reserves 
Coal   mining Coal   processing 

No 
reply 

Coking coal Other  coal industry plant 

Exist ing 1.1  1      HI' 

umnow Existing 
Ni]   or 
••inknowr 

*i -»¡.;¡: 
Not 

existing 
Existing Not 

existing 

Afri can 0 A 1 3 0 4 0 4 4 

Arab Ü 7 1 6 0 7 0 7 1 

American 5    • •} 7 3 6 4 4 6 3 

Asian 4 A S 3 4 4 4 4 0 

Kuronean 1 2 ? 1 2 1 2 1 1 

Total 10 ?? 16 IS 1? 20 10 22 9 

Most   of these countries seem to   be without coal   reserves. 

Only  10 countries  out of a total   of   >,?_ possess coking coal  reserves,  mainly 

blending grades.     Of  the  lb countries   whi^h have reserves  of other coal 

12 already have coal   mining industries.     Reserves and production of coal  in the 

African  and Arab regions are very low. 

(c)       Natural gas 

Table 7 Number of countries classified by 
availability of natural gas 

Region 

Supply available for 
steel   industry 

Quantities enough for 
steel  industry 

eply 
Yes No Yes No 

African 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

European 

2 

5 

6 

1 

4 

3 

7 

2 

* 
2 

5 

6 

3 

0 

4 

3 

7 

5 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

ToJ,al 17 21 16 22 3 

* Some doubt about adequacy of supplies. 
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4S> of  countries   replying have  natural   gas   rosourcer.  (nome of   thorn yet 

to be developed)  which  will   meet the quantity  rerun rem f>ntr¡  n¡' the  expected 

steel   expansion programme.     The Arab and  American  cnmtrips ;rc generally 

well   endowed  with this  rosourie. 

Question 6.        Slave you  formulated a   programme  ''or   eyrandi rig the nroduet i or,  ot 

raw materials   for the iron, and  at eoi   indus* ry? 

Hepli es 

Table 8 Number of countries  which have (.Yes.i   or have nr t (No ' 
formulated   raw materiale  development   p ogramrer- 

Region Iron ore Coal  or (Jas H entrici* y "'1 uxr~ H'ii'r   't ¡ri'v-, '.Ir* er 

Yes No Yes No Yes No Y er No Ye:- n\> Ye:- Wo 

African ] b 1 b 4 2 1 '. 1 

Arab Ì b b 3 7 1 / ..' t, i_ ^ ,. 

American 9 i 8 4 12 Ü IO ,' ,-< 4 3 1 

Asian b i i ó ? -, «.. 2 f'-> - 

European 2 1 2 1 ~> 1 1 /_ - 1 ? J 

Total 20 17 19 IH a 6 ?A 14 -' '; 1 • -' Ó -, 

"No  replies"   to this question range  from A  to 9 depending  or  tre -raterial 

concerned. 

About  half of the countries have formulated  iron ore and coal   ! or gas; 

development   oùins,     Taking into account  the  number of countries which do  not 

have steel   expansion  programmes or reserves,   it  can be said that most  of the 

countries with  steel   plans  will  be developing their own raw materials. 

Most  of  the countries  have programmes   for electricity and water suoply, 

Fluxes and  refractories  are mostly to  be developed locally, 
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Apart   from your own national   resources,   where do you expect 

to obtain a)   iron ore,  b)  coking coal,  c)   other fuels and 

power d)   water? 

Table ^       Number of countries classified by sources of raw material 
(countries aiming at BF-BOF routes"! 

Regi on 
Iron Ore Coking coal (or charcoal) 

Mostly 
imnorted 

Rirtly 
imported 

Domestic 
only 

Mostly 
imported 

Partly 
imported 

Domestic 
only 

African 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

iäuropean 

n 

0 

2 

2 

0 

0 

? 

1 

] 

2 

0 

1 

7 

2 

0 

0 

3 

4 

3 

1 

0 

0 

3 

1 

1 

0 

0 

3 

1 

0 
Total 4 6 10 11 5 4 

Table 10°    Number of countries classified b.v sources of raw materiali 
(countries aiming at DR-EF routes^ 

Region 

African 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

European 

Total 

Mostly 
imported 

1 

4 

2 

2 

0 

Iron Ore 

Partly 
imported 

0 

1 

2 

O 

0 

Domestic 
only 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

Imported 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Gas 

Domestic 

1 

5 
8 
2 

0 

16 
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Countries aiming at the BP-BOF route intend to produce steel largely 

from domestic ores using imported coals; countries aiming at the DR-EF route 

will import the iron ore but plan to use gas locally available. 

Although most of the replying countries expect to use locally available 

natural gas and electricity,   six countries noted that they expect to share gas 

or electricity with neighbouring countries. 

As for the sources of imports of iron ore and coking coal the names of 
countries ere given below: 

Table U*       Mmee of co""*rt«« expected to be the sources of a« materials imports 

Importing 
region 

African 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

European 

Expected sources of imports 

Iron ore 

Zaire,   Swaziland (2) 
S. Africa 

Brazil (3),  Mauritania (2), 
Ounea,  Liberia,  Sweden, 
Australia,   India 

Brazil (4),  Venezuela (3), 
Chile (2),   Peru (2) 

Australia (4), Brazil (3), 
India (3),   Peru, Liberia, 
S. Amerioa 

Brazil 

Coking coal 

S. Africa,   Botswana, 
Europe 

East  Europe,  West  Europe 
USA 

USA (7),   Colombia (6), 
Austria (4),  Poland (3), 
Canada ( 3),   Mexico 

Australia (4), USA (3), 
Canada (3),   India 

Poland (2),   USA, Australia 

Numbers after countries indicate the number of times they were named by 
importing countries. J 

&22Ü2IL8.      What organization (or organizations) is re.pon.ible for planning 

•nd implementing the growth of the iron and steel industry and 

of raw-materials production? 

SSSÜáa. AH the oountries whioh have a steel industry development 

programme named one or more organi zation«, mostly governmental 
organizations. 
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Qu—tion 9. 

Replies 

Question 10. 

Table 12 

Did you base your programme for the steel  industry1* growth 

on a general survey of economic development and industrial 

infrastructure in your country or subregi on? 

All the countries which have a steel  industry development 

programme answered "yes". 

Did you prepare studies of the demand (current and future)  for 

steel in your home or regional markets and in potential  export 

markets? 

Did you engage a consultant to undertake the above studies? 

Number of countries replying Yes or No to Question 10 
and their consultants 

Region 
Number of c ountries Number of countries 

with 
foreign consultants 

Number of countries 
with studies made 

locally Yes No No 
reply 

African 5 1 2 4 1 
Arab 8 0 0 7 1 
American 12 0 1 6 6 
Asian 7 0 1 3 4 
European 2 1 1 1 

Total 34 2 5 21 13 

Almost all the countries made studies of steel demand.    Two-thirds of 

the countries (21 out of  34) appointed foreign consultants for the studies 

and the rest carried out the studies themselves of by domestic nonsuiting 

firms.     Most of the foreign consultants belonged to developed countries. 
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guestiun 11. 

autstion 12. 

Repli — 

Table 13 

Have you undertaken studies on: 

(a) Ine requirements  for and supplies of iron ore? 

(b) The requirements  for and supplies of coking coal? 

(c) The requirements  for and supplies of other fuels? 

(d) The requirements  for and supplies of fluxes? 

( •) Appropriate process routes? 

(f) The requirements  for trained manpower? 

(g) Facilities for training? 

(h)      The economic factors to be considered in the provision of 

the necessary financing? 

Did you engage a consultant to undertake the above studies? 

Sumber of countries replying Yes or Ko to Question 11 

Region 
Ore Coal 

or Oas Flux 
Process 
routes 

Manpower 
requi rem. Training Ebonomic 

factors No 
reply 

Yes Ho Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Afrioan 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

European 

3 

5 

13 

5 

3 

3 

3 

0 

3 

0 

3 

6 

11 

5 

3 

3 

2 

1 

3 

0 

3 

6 

10 

5 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

1 

2 

6 

12 

6 

3 

4 

2 

1 

2 

0 

2 

6 

13 

5 

1 

4 

2 

0 

3 

2 

2 

7 

11 

4 

1 

4 

1 

2 

4 

2 

2 

6 

12 

5 

1 

4 

2 

0 

3 

2 

2 

0 
• 

1 

0 

1 

Total 29 9 28 9 26 11 29 9 21 11 25 13 26 11 4 

* ftirtial reply. 
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Number of countries engaging consultants to undertake 
the above studies, and classification of consultants 

Region 

Number of 
count ri es 

with 
consultants 

Mainly 
domestic 

consultants 

Mainly foreign consultants from 
No 

reply Dd.C Dg.C UNIDO Not 
specified 

African 

Arab 

Ameri can 

Asian 

European 

3 

6 

13 

6 

3 

0 

0 

5 

2 

1 

1 

4 

6 

3 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

5 

2 

0 

2 

1 

Total 31 8 15 2 4 2 10 

The majority of replying countries have made or are making studies on the 

subjects indicated,  but some have not yet done so although they have steel 

expansion plans or targets. 

Many countries appointed foreign consulting firms for the studies,  mostly 

from developed countries;  the contribution of developing countries and UNIDO 

remains modest. 
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Question 13. 

Replies 

Table 15 

What have you decided about choice of technology and 

orocess routes for iron and steel production? 

Number of countries as classified by the choice of 
technology and process routes 

. 

Regi on BF-BOF DR-EF 
BF-BOF 

and 

T)R-EF 

Scrap based 

EF 
Re-rolling No reply 

African 0 1 0 3* 0 4 

Arab 1 3 2 1 1 C 

Huerican 5*. 2 6 c 0 0 

lisian 4 1 1 0 1 1 

European 2 0 0 1 0 1 

Total 12 7 9 5 2 6 

* includes one country which selected foundry as first step 

** includes two countries which selected charcoal BF-BOF route and 
one country examining ESF-EF route 

The  BF-BOF route is  likely to remain the main process route,  although 

the T)R-EF rout« is also important.     In total  I9 countries out of 35 are 

expecting to depend on the ÜR-EF route completely or partly. 

Question 14. 

Replies 

Please describe briefly government and private plana for 

applied research and pilot-plant development ini 

(a) Raw-materials processing 

(b) Adaptation of process technology 

Sinoe most of the countries gave only the names of the 

research and development institutions which exist or are 

being established the replies were summarised as numbers 

of countries which have or have not such institutions. 
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Number of countries which havt or have not 
R.  and P.   institution» fort 

Region 
Iron ore 

processing 

Coal 

processing 

I.S. making and 

Rolling 

Standard- 

ization Nò 
reply 

Ye« No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

African 0 6 0 6 1 5 2 4 2 

Arab 1 7 1 7 2 6 3 5 0 

American 7 6 4 9 5 8 4 9 0 

Asian 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 0 

European 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 

Total 13 25 10 ?8 13 25 13 25 3 

Research and development is at less advanced stage than the steel industry 

expansion programmes.    One-third of the countries have research and development 

institutions but many countries are not yet in a position to devote resources 

to these activities. 

Question  15. 

Replies 

Table 17 

How did you arange foreign-exchange financing for whatever 

•teel industry is already operating? 

Number of countries with established sources of credit 

Region 
Domestic 

resources 
Foreign credits 

Foreign in- 

investaent 

No iron and steel 

industry 

at present 

Ho 

reply 

African 2 0 1 3 2 

Arab 3 2 0 1 2 

American 0 7 0 3 3 
Asian 2 3 0 2 1 

European 0 2 1 1 0 

Total 7 14 2 10 8 
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The principal sources of financing were given as domestic resources 

- both public and private - together with foreign credits from state-owned 

and private banks. 

Direct foreign investment played only a small part. 

Few details concerning terms and conditions were given.    One exceptionally 

detailed answer indicated periods of repayment of 5 to 13 years and rates of 

interest of 6 to 8.3 per cent. 

Question 16. 

Repli es 

Table 18 

What arrangements have you made or are you planning for future 

financing? 

(a)       Internal  national  sources 

( b)       External   bilateral arrangements with  -onr.tries or 

companies 

(c)       International agencies. 

Number of countries  with expected 
future sourceB of credit 

Region 
Arrangements 
involving 

(a),(b)and(c) 

Arrangements? 
involving 
(a)and(b) 

Arrangements 
involving only 
(a)or( b)ori 0) 

No 
arrangements 

No 
reply 

* 
African 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

European 

2 

2 

7 

2 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

0        0         0 

0        0         0 

0 0         0 

1 1         0 

0         0         0 

0 

3 

1 

0 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 

0 

Total 15 10 1         1          0 b 8 

*  Plus one case involving only (b) and (a), 

Most  of the countries have naric suitable arrangements  involving two or 

three sources of future financing.    Among those which have not some are known 

to be in a favourable financial   position (e.g.  oil   exporting countries). 

The credit  suppliers mentioned directly in replies (b):    USA,  Japan, 

Western Europe,  U3SR.    International institutions mentioned directly 

- ( 3 times) - World Bank. 
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Question 17« 

Replies 

Table 19 

What arrangement have you made for: 

(a) Training local  management? 

(b) Training local  technical  staff? 

(c) Training other local manpower? 

(d) Securing managerial and technical Btaff from abroad? 

Number of countries with training arrangements 

Number of countries Number of countries Number of 

Region having arrangements 
for (a), (b), (c) 

planning 
arrangements for 
(a), (b), (c) 

countries 
arranging 

(d) 

No 
plans 

So 
reply 

at home           abroad 

African (a)      1                  0 3 0 1 3 

(b)      ?                  0 0 0 0 0 

Irab 

(c)      2                  0 0 0 0 0 

(a)      1                 5 1 3 
0 0 

(b)      3                 2 0 0 0 0 

Urnerican 

(o)      1                  2 0 0 0 0 

(a)      7                  2 4 0 0 1 

(b)      6                 ? 0 0 0 0 

lisian 

(c)      6                 0 0 0 0 0 

(a)      5                 1 1 1 1 1 

(b)      5                 2 0 0 0 0 

Suropean 

(c)      5                 1 0 0 0 0 

(a)      2                 0 0 0 0 0 

(b)      2                 0 0 0 0 0 

(c)      2                  0 0 0 0 0 

Total (a)    16                 8 9 4 2 5 

(b)    18                5 0 0 0 0 

(c)    16                3 0 0 0 0 
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Nine countries are currently working on their plans for training schemes. 

For them the help Which UNIDO can give is particularly timely. 

The developing countries which are to establish their iron and steel 

industries from the very beginning rely heavily upon training abroad, 

although a substantial majority of the replying countries have already 

established a full range of training requirements for themselves. 

Developing countries insist upon having their own managerial and 

technical  staff.     The staff from abroad is invited only exceptionally and 

is entrusted with tasks requiring technical  expertise.    E.g.,  one of the 

responding countries emphasized that it is securing managerial and technical 

staff from abroad only during the comissioning of new foreign-made equipment. 

question 18.      During the past three years,  has any iron and steel project 

negotiated between your country and a developed country been 
cancelled? 

Question 19.      If the answer to the question 18 is yes,  please: 

(a) Briefly describe the project 

(b) dive the reasons for cancellation. 

ßejElies 

Table 20 Number of cancellations of projects and reasons 

Region 

African 

Arab 

American 

Asian 

European 

Total 

Number of 
cancellations 

0 

1 

1 

0 

Type of project 

Direct reduction 
plant 

Semis plant 

Not given 

Reasons 

The lack of 
natural gas 

International 
manketing and 
finanoial 

Not given 

The answers given indicate that cancellations have not been a major 

factor interfering with the realization of iron and steel industry projects 

in developing countries since 1974. 
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B.       PROBLEMS 

Question 20.       Please describe 

(a) The specific problems your steel industry has encountered 

so far 

(b) Your experience with co-operation with developed and 

developing countries. 

Repli i 

(a)     The problems encountered by the industries in the developing 

countries could be roughly classified into 6 groups: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

economic problems such as price fluctuation,  high production 

costs,  restricted market,  tight credit,   etc. 

social-economic problems -  e.g.  the turnover of manpower 

technioal problems e.g. difficulties in mastering some 
t echnol ogi es 

inadequate material  infrastructure 

" training 

M financing 

And the number of countries quoting these groups are as follows: 

Table 21 Number of oountries reporting problems 

Region Problem Group No 
reply 1 2 3 4 5 é 

African 1 0 0 2 3 1 3 
Arab 0 1 1 3 1 3 
American 3 0 2 4 4 1 
Asian 3 0 0 2 0 0 
European 1 0 0 1 1 1 

Total 8 1 5 13 7 8 



: 
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The answers are not always  easily comparable because of their 

heterogeneous character (some general,   some very specific). 

A number of answers identified problems but also minted out the 

arrangements made to solve them. 

Some of the countries outlined more individual   problems.     One of the 

Arab countries  referred to the delay in completion of plant  and a negative 

attitude on the part of contractors towards  the training of  indigenous 

personnel.     An Asian country    emphasized the high costs of the transfer of 
t echnology. 

It seems  desirable to consider the specific technical   problems  raised 

(e.g. application of heavy oil   in the DH-process,  the elimination of aluminium 

from iron ore,   prevention of scaffold formation in blast  furna-es)  within the 

framework of the cooperation  between iron and steel   research  institutes,  as 

referred to in the main part  of  this  Working Document. 

(b) 

Table 22 

Paw countries gava much detail    of their experience with 

co-operation with other countrias in steel industry matter«, 

but only on« reportad in a «pacifically unfavourable way. 

Cla««ifjcation of replia« on axperience with co-operation 
with othar countries 

Ragion Positive ex- Nagativa ax- Non-classifiad No ex- No 
perience peri ance experience perience raply 

African 0 0 3 ? 3 
Arab 1 1 4 0 7 
Amarican 2 0 4 2 b 
Asia 2 0 2 1 \ 
Europe 2 0 0 1 i 

Total 7 1 13 6 14 

One country «tressed its difficulties in co-oparation with developing 
countrias but not details wars given. 

Countrias mentioned as partners in helpful co-oparation war« Japan (3), 

USSR (3), Egypt (2), US (2), Argentina,   Brasil, PRO, Iran, Maxico, Turkey, 
UK. 
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Question 21.      Having set out in part A the programme for the development 

of th« iron and steal  industry in your country, what major 

difficulties do you foresee in connection with the following 

areas: 

(a) Raw materials 

(b) Coking coals and other fuels 

(c) Production technology 

(d) Research and development 

(e) Training and management 

(f) Financing 

In your comments, please indicate which problems could be solved by 

bilateral and multilateral co-operation with other countries (developed 

and developing) and which would require wider involvement, with or without 

the assistance of UNIDO. 

Replies In some cases the area« in question were indicated without 

further élaboration.    A« a first step toward a summarized answer 

the following table illustrât«« th« frequency of the mention 

of each possible area of difficulty.    There was a fairly even 

spread of mentions of each area with financing quoted least 

frequently (9 times) compared with technology the most ( 14 times) 

including an interest in the development of the gasification of 

coal. 

Table 23 Number of countries quoting the respective difficulties» 

Areas of potential difficulties 

Region (•) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) No reply 

African 0 1 1 2 3 1 4 
Arab 1 1 2 3 4 2 2 
American 6 6 8 4 2 4 4 
Asian 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 
European 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 

Total 11 13 14 12 12 9 11 
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Two countries, one Arab and one Asian, referred in general  term« to the 

problem of price  fluctuations in the markets for steel and raw materials. 

Referring to the problems of raw materials and fuels some answers stressed 

the need for stability in the supply of iron ore,  coking coal and scrap. 

Some countries indicated their capacities to help other developing countries 

with training. 

There was a view in some answers that UNIDO should advise on plant purchase, 

orefield development and financing. 
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